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Greetings: 

 I am nearing the end of my current three-year term on the Eliot Board. This is the second time I have served on the 
board, with a break of about 12 years in between.  I’m impressed with all the progress we have made as an 
organization, with a more structured board and committees, more business-like procedures and records, highly capable 
staff, and dedicated, skilled volunteers.  We’ve embraced technology with Facebook pages, online registrations, PayPal 
payments, SurveyMonkey evaluations, digitized archives, online committee meetings, and a modern website which is 
compatible with hand-held devices. Eliot Institute is now listed on the Seattle Foundation website as a participant in their 
annual GiveBIG campaign, resulting in $3000 of online donations to our organization this spring. It can be hard to keep 
up with technology, as every new device and capability raises expectations from our campers.  Do you remember when 
we had rolls and rolls of butcher paper containing words to our most popular songs that were taped to the wall?  Now 
there’s an expectation that all words are projected electronically.  That looks easy to do when everything comes together 
and works.  Advanced technology raises expectations and requires a higher level of skill to manage all the software and 
electronic equipment.  This can make transitions difficult when volunteers come and go and equipment and software 
needs to be updated.  While technology can increase quality and sometimes reduces costs, it can also take extra time in 
training and service fees. Technology presents legal and privacy issues as well, which we continue to struggle with.  
Projected song words raise copyright issues, as do performances outside of worship services.  Eliot respects the 
ownership rights of authors and composers and wants to respect their right to compensation for use of their materials, 
but we have a tradition of freely using materials without much thought to whether we have the right to do so.  Your board 
and deans can use help with these issues.  If you have special expertise regarding electronics, websites, Facebook, 
SurveyMonkey, or copyright law, offer your services to Eliot.  If you’d like to take on a project to help our camps, 
research song words that are part of the public domain and create a file of words we can project and duplicate without 
copyright considerations.  Those public domain songs could be supplemented by songs from authors willing to give us 
permission to duplicate their music, if someone took the time to contact them and work out a use agreement.  You can 
also let us know how important you think it is to be “modern.”  Maybe you’d prefer we use more songbooks or call and 
response songs that we can easily do without the need for posted words.  Finally, be patient with Eliot staff and 

volunteers as we try to keep up with the times and sometimes make an error or struggle to keep equipment 
working properly.  We are all learning together in this changing world. 

Carolyn Hayek 
Eliot Institute President 
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 Hello Campers!  The Eliot Institute remains in excellent financial shape.  As of September 30, 2015, our net 
operating profit was $17,200 (~about $13,000 better than budget).  Due to full enrollment and excellent fiscal 
management from our deans, July and August camps did better than budget by ~$5,000 each.  The Creative Arts Camp 
came in ~$500 over budget.  The financials for this camp will continue to improve as enrollment increases; please 
consider registering for next year.  Scholarships are available for all camps.  Please encourage campers with a financial 
need to apply.  Feel free to contact me at Terri.L.Schmiesing@intel.com if you are interested in reviewing the full 
financial statements.  Thanks so much for your continued support.  

 
Terri Schmiesing 
Treasurer 
 

NOTE FROM OUR TREASURER 

 This past summer, we revised our photo-sharing process, making it web-based thus eliminating the need for CD’s, 
DVD’s and order fulfillment. We can each access the photos we want to keep. 
 
 This year, we continued to build out our electronic infrastructure by moving our registration process away from paper 
and USPS mail and into digital platforms. All thanks to Board Member Michael McDaniel and Registrar Bev Hesterberg 
for creating and completing this transition. We are ready for Winter Eliot and we all will benefit from this project in the 
2016 camps. 
 
 We continue to solicit members of our community who are willing to promote Eliot in their churches and fellowships. 
Eliot is an important member of UUA in the Pacific Northwest yet there are many folks who don’t know about us. Please 
help spread the word. 
 
 UUA General assembly was in Portland last Summer and Eliot collaborated with Seabeck in supporting it by 
purchasing an ad in the conference program.  
 
 We are grateful to Seabeck for their continuing partnership with us. 
Executive Director Chuck Krainig celebrated his 25th anniversary with Seabeck 
and we joined in the celebration, presenting him with a July 2015 tee-shirt at the 
Seabeck information meeting.  
 
 I have deeply appreciated the opportunity to serve as VP and working with 
out-going President Carolyn Hayek and all the other motivated and caring 
Board Members has been a privilege.  
 
 We are all very lucky to have such committed volunteers to care for Eliot. As we all know, Eliot is an intentional 
community that we build from scratch 4 times/year. It would never happen though without the stewardship of our 
volunteer Board. Leadership is vital to Eliot — so if you’re so motivated, please let a board member or dean know of 
your interest. 
 
 Thanks again for the opportunity to serve Eliot. See you at camp! 
 
 

 
Spencer Ehrman 
VP Communications & Marketing 

COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING 
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  Your Eliot Board and its fund raising committee is still exploring the best design for annual and planned funding ef-
forts, including where to invest endowed funds. Some things just take time, like an Oregon Pinot Noir. The annual giving 
will support the strategic plan now being developed by the Board.  Our scholarship fund is well supported, and could be 
used even more.  

 
 
Gordon Campbell 

ELIOT DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 

 Welcome to the 21st century!  And not a moment too soon...Thanks to the technical assistance of Eliot Board 
member, Michael McDaniel, we have now shifted our registration process online.  Navigate to our website, and you'll 
find a big blue "Register Online" button on every page of the site.  Just a few clicks later, you'll be registered for the 
camp of your choice.  Our invoicing and forms needed to prepare for camp are also distributed electronically now.  
Winter Elioteers were the first to be invoiced this way, and reviews are overwhelmingly positive.  I certainly appreciate 
the savings in paper, postage, printer ink, and time.  Electronifying the process has also allowed me to untether myself 
from my mailbox.  I can now carry on the lion's share of Eliot work from anywhere.  That'll be Boston and Philadelphia in 
November, San Diego in February, and Germany in May.  Y'all can start playing the game "Where in the World is Eliot's 
Registrar?"  But never fear, it's a sure bet that during July Eliot, August Eliot, Creative Arts Eliot and Winter Eliot, I'll be 
at my second home -- Seabeck! 

 Check out my new family monsters...  That snarly tall dude is Squiggs with his pet 
monster, Spike.  Spike is forever giving Squiggs  heart attacks because he insists on 
slithering into the road at every opportunity.  Squiggs dashes out into traffic to save him, 
valiantly bearing the brunt of racing car tires.  These monsters came into being at Creative 
Arts Eliot 2015, under the tutelage of the amazing James DeRosso.  In addition to James, we 
were blessed by 4 other artists sharing their talents with us:  Martin Waugh (Photography), 
Allison Wilski (Vocal Technique and Community Singing), Shannon Applegate (Creative 
Writing), and Rev. Kate Landis (Worship Arts).  Plus, Randi Niemer led the Service to 
Seabeck efforts of improving access to the new accessible tree house behind the 
amphitheater.  Creative Arts Eliot in an experience not to be missed.  Sign up for the 2016 
camp -- it just might be the best four days of your life. 

 Do you ever experience “sticker shock” when your Eliot invoice arrives 3 months before 
camp begins?  Several families have begun using their online bill paying capability to send us 
a portion of their fees automatically on a monthly basis.  When their invoice arrives, they’ve 
substantially whittled down the total.   Rest assured that any funds that you pay in advance 
(with the exception of your deposit) are fully and immediately refundable should your plans for 
Eliot change, or if you simply need the money you’ve stashed away in your Eliot account for some other purpose.  If you 
have any questions about how this could work for you, please contact me at EliotRegistrar@gmail.com. 

 As the days get shorter, I eagerly look forward to Winter Eliot.  We still have space available at this camp, and it is, 
hands down, the best way to ring in the New Year.  If you haven’t already signed up, consider making it your newest 
family holiday tradition.  Will Hornyak, a renowned storyteller and Eliot camper favorite, is presenting our program.  
Deans for this camp are John Bishop and Stephanie Simmons, and Mary Gear will be serving as our chaplain.  The 
deans have pulled together a fabulous staff that is busily preparing to make our entry into 2016 the best New Year’s 
ever.  Get details at the website (www.eliotinstitute.org), or contact me for more information. 

 See you at camp, 

Bev Hesterberg 
Eliot Administrator 
EliotRegistrar@gmail.com 
206-395-8111 

ADMINISTRATOR’S CORNER 
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 The co-deans Liz Goodger and Terri Schmiesing did a fine job planning and running the camp together.  It was 
an overall joy to be in attendance.  The camp had a very relaxing and easy going feel to it.  The theme this year was 
Creativity in Color.  Voice Technique, Monster Sculpture, Creative Writing, Worship Arts, Photography and Building the 
ADA Access Trail Service Project all seemed to be well liked by the participants.  Additional activities included the 
Ukulele Jam held each day on the Inn Porch, Firelight singing, To Tell the Truth and afternoon crafts in Juniper.  On our 
last evening we had an “Extravaganza” and social time.  Singers sang, writers read, photos were shown.  At the end of 
the week together, one of our youth deemed this “Happy Camp”—I’d have to agree—a good time was had by all! 

 
 
Cristi Bishop 
CAE 2015 Board Representative 

 Thanks to all who filled  out our volunteer interest survey Making Eliot Awesome. As we all know, the magic of Eliot 
runs on volunteer generosity and passion. This survey is a valuable tool for continuing the robust participation in all 
things Eliot – at camp and in the institutional organization.  We have gathered the responses and passed the information 
along to the Deans for their use as they staff up the next camps and will be compiling the responses for the Committee 
chairs as well. 

 
 
Your Leadership Development Committee Chair, 
Paul Blackburn 

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE 

 Caroline Koehnline presented an exceptional program on Clearing the Clutter and while most of us aren’t yet ready 
to condense our lives into what we can carry in a used Altoids box, we benefitted from her encouragement and wisdom 
as we began to Make Room for What Matters. 
 
 Deans Elisa Wells and Seth Moran recruited a cracker-jack staff to guide and support our Intentional Community as 
we explored space and time and, while we were unable to stop time all together, it slowed during our annual reunion so 
we could all enjoy the relative peace and joy, serenity and mayhem of July Eliot. 
 
 We sang songs at Fire Light, had a safe and spooky Adventure, swam and played, performed and entertained in 
Choir and Coffee House, explored newly tapped Talents, applauded our Concert entertainers, made Rock ‘n Roll and 
Contra Band music, Told the Truth when forced to, tie-dyed to our heart’s content, made new friends and grew closer to 
family and old friends.  
 
We shared ice cream to honor Grandpa Ray. 
 
We grew closer as a spiritual community and invigorated our UU grounding through warm and welcoming Worships and 
inclusive In-Gatherings. We received positive feedback from our campers and are grateful for all the comments. We pay 
attention to them so we can continue to improve and create a superior experience for us all. 

 
 
 
Spencer Ehrman 
July 2015 Board Representative 

CREATIVE ARTS ELIOT 2015 REPORT 

JULY REPORT 
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Sees a little, knows a little, tells a little, ....  

 ... After 29 years at the Bellingham Cooperative School, Heidi Alford retired at the end of August.  I'm sure 
there are many kiddos and their parents sorry to see Heidi leave, but the Eagle is excited to know that Heidi will 
have more time to come to Eliot! 

 ...Wedding bells are in the offing on May 28, 2016 for Laura Rosen and her fiancé, Kyle Vinson.  Laura is the 
daughter of Carolyn Hayek and Steve Rosen.   

 ...Katie and Tara Watters weren't able to come to July Eliot in 2015 because they welcomed  twin boys into 
their family on July 26.  Welcome, Jacob and Thomas!  I'll bet their sisters, Emma and Mabel, are delighted with 
these real, live dolls.  Their first Eliot will be in July 2016. 

 ...Also staying home last summer to  bring on a baby were Sara and Brad Davidson.  Leena was born on July 
26, 2015.  In addition to her parents, Leena was welcomed by big sister, Beatrix, and her grandmothers, Anita 
Cowling and Greta Sorenson.  We'll get to meet her at August Eliot 2016. 

 ...The youngest camper at July Eliot '15 was Gabrielle Hamilton, born May 23, 2015, just 7 weeks old when 
camp began.  Wow!  By the end of that week, she'd spent over 12% of her life at Eliot.  Who among us can beat 

 August Eliot 2015 campers were privileged to have the Reverend Doctor Rebecca Parker as their theme speaker.  
For some campers, being able to hear presentations from this acclaimed author and theologian, and former President of 
the Starr King School for the Ministry, was the reason they eagerly sent in their early registrations or readily accepted a 
staff position that included interaction with the speaker.  Dr. Parker’s popularity was demonstrated by good attendance 
at the morning program and small groups throughout the week.  Her lectures were based on the book she co-wrote with 
Rita Nakashima Brock entitled Saving Paradise. This 420 page book (not including notes and acknowledgements) 
documents that the early Christian Church viewed Paradise as present on Earth.  In early churches and artwork Earth is 
shown as a peaceful, beautiful garden.  The early church had no images of Christ on the cross or creatures suffering in 
hell.  During the week we were challenged to try to figure out what caused the change from this loving, peaceful 
Christianity to the current religion which often emphasizes suffering in a cruel world in order to achieve Paradise after 
death.  Part 2 of  the book Saving Paradise explains that the earliest representation of a crucifix found by the authors 
during their research is called the Gero Cross and it was sculpted in oak in Saxony around 960-970.  Many more 
examples of Christ on the cross are found in works of the 11th Century, when they became increasingly grotesque and 
bloody.  Parker suggests that this change in images was a reflection of the wars occurring in Europe at the time.  Read 
her book to get the rest of the story. 
 
 Other highlights of August Eliot included Vesper Services led by the Reverend Stephen Sinclair, who also served 
ably as chaplain.  We welcomed the talented Nancy Stevens as our guitar and ukulele accompanist.  She 
enthusiastically led our popular Firelight sing-alongs and also instructed a new batch of ukulele enthusiasts. Another 
change from past camps was the Dean’s invitation to take Wednesday afternoon off to either take a rest or to go off site 
for a game of golf, a visit to a museum or park, or just to visit one of the local towns for sight-seeing or shopping.  The 
board recognized Mina Carson with the Hand and Heart Award for her contributions as a song leader and photographer. 
Deans Jessica Motherwell and Bill Richardson and their entire staff did an outstanding job as leaders of this wonderful 
week of activities. 

 
 
Carolyn Hayek 
August 2015 Board Representative 

AUGUST REPORT 

ELIOT’S EAGLE EYE 
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Can you help?? 
 

Did you know: 
 The first GHH award was given at Spring Camp 2000 to David Hamilton and to Joyce Poley? 
 To date fifty-six (56) Elioteers have received the award? 
 

 As your archivist, I have taken on the task this year of preparing an album of people who have received the Eliot 
Golden Hand and Heart Award.   A list of recipients can be found on the Eliot website under the heading “About 
Us”.   How can you help?   Send me pictures of the recipients and/or the story of why they received the award.   Contact 
me at  carol.becken01@gmail.com to determine the best way to get material to me.   I’m looking forward to hearing from 
you! 

 
 
Carol Becken 
Executive Secretary & Archivist 
Eliot Archivist 

that?  Kamaya Lindquist & Mark Hamilton are Gabrielle's proud parents, and Alexandra is her big sister.  Donna 
Hamilton and Angie Lindquist are her doting grandmothers. 

 ...August Eliot opened with a very, very special birthday.  Franklin Kadish turned one year old on August 1, and 
was serenaded by all assembled at the Opening Gathering of August Eliot.  Franklin is the son of Lindsay and 
Nathan Kadish, and brother of Henry.  His grandparents are Lisa Maas and Josh Kadish. 

 ...But wait, there are more eggs in the nest!  There will be a new little eaglet arriving in time to enjoy their 
first Eliot this summer.  August Elioteers get those welcoming arms and cooing voices ready! 

The Eagle weeps… 

 ... In May, we received this news from the Rev. Mark Gallagher:  "It is 
with great sorrow that I tell you that long-time and intensely devoted UUCV 
(UU Church of Vancouver, WA)  member, Jack Slingerland, passed away 
peacefully at home.  Jack's service to and leadership of our church over 
several decades, as well as his faithful participation in its life, have been 
almost without parallel." Our hearts go out to Jack's wife, Penny, his son, Ian, 
and grandsons, Connor, Calder, and Seau. 

 …Our hearts are with Joanne Fox and her family.  Joanne's husband, Bob, died on June 4 after a recurrence 
of bladder cancer was discovered to be untreatable. 

 …The Eagle also weeps over the death of David Hamilton on June 25.  David was a kind and generous soul who 
touched the lives of many Elioteers. For so many years, if you heard a piano playing in the Meeting House, you just 
assumed it was David.  Many of us will always hear David playing along, regardless of who is at the keyboard.  Look 
elsewhere in this newsletter for a more complete obituary for David.   

 …The Eagle always writes this column with a tiny cloud of anxiety resting over her head.  Whose news has she 
missed?  She knows she’s forgotten a juicy bit of gossip that she tucked away in her brain, but forgot to write 
down.  She hates leaving anyone out and apologizes in advance for any omissions. 

 Enlighten the Eagle: send your bit of high-flyin’ news to EliotRegistrar@gmail.com for publication in our next 
newsletter. 

ELIOT GOLDEN HAND AND HEART AWARD 

ELIOT’S EAGLE EYE CONTINUED 
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CAE 2016 promises to be a relaxing time for exploring your creativity! 
This smaller Eliot camp includes many of the Eliot activities we know 
and love—In-gathering, small groups, daily worship, evening 
activities, and waterfront swimming, with the added bonus of a 
morning workshop with an artist!  

Workshop choices are generally planned at camp for the following 
year, and these are the artists for 2016:  

Photography 

Martin Waugh will return to teach photography for the 
third year. Participants can be seen around camp trying 
out the skills they learn in the morning, and then their 
work is shown the next morning during In-gathering. 

Writing 

Professional writer and teacher Shannon Applegate returns to teach writing, to help you find and shape your 
family stories and life experiences. 

 

Ukulele 

In 2015, Nancy Stevens led a popular afternoon drop-in program for ukulele players, and in 2016 
will expand her teaching to the morning workshop time. Imagine the sounds of a ukulele band 
spreading across campus! 

 

Vocal Music 

Allison Wilski, vocalist, musician and choir director, will return to teach vocal music. The participants in 2015 
gained such confidence that most of them sang a short solo in the Extravaganza. 

 

Painting 

Jilly Watson will teach painting. Jilly is new to this role at Creative Arts Eliot. She likes working with bright 
colors, as you can see from the example of her work at the top of the page. 

 

Beginning craft brewing 

John Bishop will teach beginners how to get started brewing their own beer. John will give students plenty of 
hands-on experience for the key stages of brewing. 

 

 

Creative Arts Eliot will be August 13 -18, with Karen Stratton and Alex Koerger as Deans. Please join us! 

 
Karen Stratton 
CAE Planning Committee Chair 

JOIN US AT CREATIVE ARTS ELIOT 2016! 
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 Many Elioteers joined others on July 25 at the Unitarian Church of  Vancouver (B.C.) to celebrate the life of 
David Hamilton who passed away on June 25, 2015.  As a fitting salute to this kind, quiet, talented man we heard stories 
of his life  and enjoyed music from an impromptu choir and band. 
 
 The Hamilton family (David, Donna, Mark and Nicki) became Eliot attendees in July 1985.   Since then 
members of the family have been in attendance 2, 3 or 4 times a year!   While David was a Newsletter Editor six times 
(co-editing with Donna four of those times) and a Co-Dean with Donna (July 1990; Spring 1998) what he is most 
remembered for is being the camp accompanist.  In many ways, due to the time and  effort David contributed to being 
camp accompanist, it became a staff position.  And when it came time to write a job description for the 
Camp  Accompanist, someone said just “clone David Hamilton.” 
 
 David loved Eliot because he could play music all day.   It is hard to believe even though he had little or no 
musical training on the piano,  he was an amazing pianist.  And in his 60's he took up the cello and  entertained us at 
several concerts and talent shows. 
 
 At Spring Camp 2000 David became the first recipient of the 
Eliot  Golden Hand and Heart Award, given to campers who quietly, 
and without  fanfare, go about contributing to the ambiance of Eliot 
Institute.   A fund has been established at Seabeck Conference 
Center for a “meeting house piano in memory of David”.  Now when 
we hear the piano played at Eliot, many of us are going to miss and 
remember our friend, David Hamilton. 
 
Carol Becken  

IN APPRECIATION OF DAVID HAMILTON 

Please Visit www.eliotinstitute.org  

Or E-mail: EliotRegistrar@gmail.com 
For Further Information and  

Registration Forms,  
 

Or Contact:  
Eliot Institute Registrar     

Eliot Institute 
2628 31st Avenue W 
Seattle, WA 98199 

Phone: 206-395-8111 
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One of our younger campers captured her camp feelings 
using Seabeck as her inspiration: 


